We study the refinement invariance of several intersection (co)homologies existing in the literature. These (co)homologies have been introduced in order to establish the Poincaré Duality in variousl contexts. We found the classical topological invariance of the intersection homology and also various refinement invariance results already proved.
Let us consider a topological space X supporting two stratifications S and T . We say that pX, Sq is a refinement of pX, T q if each stratum of T is a union of strata of S. The question we study in this work is the following invariance property of the intersection homology:
Can we find two perversities p and q with
isomorphism induced by the identity I : X Ñ X?
For pseudomanifolds and using the original Goresky-MacPherson perversities, the result comes directly from the topological invariance of the intersection homology [15] (see also [19] ): it suffices to take p " q. In other words, the intersection homology does not depend on the chosen stratification. We work in a more general setting.
‚ Spaces. We do not work with pseudomanifolds but with the more general notion of CS-set (cf. Section 3). They are locally cone-like spaces but links are not necessarily in the same category as for pseudomanifolds.
‚ Perversities (cf. Paragraphe 1.3). We deal with the more general notion of perversity introduced by MacPherson in [21] : the M-perversities. This kind of perversity p associates a number ppSq P Z to any stratum S of the CS-set, while a classical perversity p associates a number ppcodim Sq to the codimension of the stratum. An M -perversity strongly depends on the stratification and so the topological invariance of the related intersection homology does not apply.
‚ (Co)homologies (cf. Section 1). We consider not only the intersection homology H p but also:
+ Intersection cohomologies Hp , Hp ,c . The intersection cohomology Hp is the cohomology of the complex defined by using the functor Hom over intersection chains. The version with compact supports is Hp ,c .
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+ Tame intersection homology H
p . A variation of the intersection homology avoiding intersection chains living in singular strata. We have H p " H p when p is smaller than the top perversity t. This homology is isomorphic to the blown-up intersection cohomology with compact supports Hp ,c through the Poincaré duality [5] when one works with pseudomanifolds. + Tame intersection cohomologies Hp , Hp ,c . The tame intersection cohomology Hp is is the cohomology of the complex defined by using the functor Hom over tame intersection chains. The version with compact supports is Hp ,c . We have Hp " Hp and Hp ,c " Hp ,c when p ď t. The cohomology Hp ,c is dual to H Dp n´˚t hrough the Poincaré duality [8, 9] when the coefficient is a field 1 and one works with pseudomanifolds. The cohomology Hp is isomorphic to the deRham intersection cohomology through the deRham duality [22] . Here, we use real coefficients.
+ Borel-Moore intersection homology H BM,p
. Similar to the intersection homology using locally finite chains instead of finite chains.
+ Borel-Moore tame intersection homology H when p ď t. + Blown-up intersection cohomologies Hp , Hp ,c . These cohomologies are defined by using simplicial cochains, inspired by Dennis Sullivan's approach to rational homotopy theory. The compact supports version Hp ,c (resp. closed support version Hp ) is isomorphic to the tame intersection homology H through the Poincaré duality [3] (resp. cf. [23] ) when one works with pseudomanifolds. We have Hp " HD p and Hp ,c " HD p,c when the coefficient ring is a field 1 (cf. [3, Theorem F] and [5, Corollary 13 .1]).
In this paper, we give two answers to the question (1) ‚ Pull-back. Given a perversity q on pX, T q we have the pull-back perversity I ‹ q on pX, Sq (cf. Paragraphe 1.3). We prove H I ‹ q pX, Sq -H q pX, T q, and similarly for the other (co)homologies used in this work (cf. Theorem B).
‚ Push-forward. Given a perversity p on pX, Sq we have the push-forward perversity I ‹ p on pX, T q (cf. Paragraphe 1.3). We prove
and similarly for the other (co)homologies used in this work (cf. Theorem A). In this case, we need the following conditions (K1) ppQq ď ppSq ď ppQq`tpSq´tpQq, for any strata S, Q P S with S Ă Q and S, Q Ă T for some stratum T P T , and (K2) ppQq " ppSq, for any strata S, Q P S with dim S " dim Q and S, Q Ă T for some stratum T P T 2 . This result encompasses some other already known results about invariance of intersection (co)homology: -The topological invariance of H p for pseudomanifolds [15] and CS-sets [19, 14] .
-The topological invariance of H p and H
BM,p
for pseudomanifolds [10, 12] . -The topological invariance of Hp and Hp ,c for CS-sets [3, 5] .
-The refinement invariance of H p for PL-pseudomanifolds [24] using M -perversities.
-The refinement invariance of H p and H p for CS-sets [7] using M -perversities.
Recently, the topological invariance of the intersection homology has been extended to the more general setting of the torsion sensitive intersection homology (cf. [13] ).
We fix a commutative group G and a principal ideal domain R with unity. All homologies (resp. cohomologies) are considered with coefficients in G (resp. R).
For a topological space X, we denote by cX " Xˆr0, 1s{Xˆt0u the cone on X and cX " Xˆr0, 1r{Xˆt0u the open cone on X. A point of the cone is denoted by ra, ts. The apex of the cone is v " r´, 0s.
We shall write B m " tz P R m | ||z|| ă 1u and D m " tz P R m | ||z|| ď 1u, m P N. We present the homologies and cohomologies studied in this work. We review their main computational properties which we are going to use in the proof of Theorems A and B.
Filtered spaces.
A filtered space is a Hausdorff topological space endowed with a filtration by closed sub-spaces
The formal dimension of X is dim X " n. Any non-empty connected component S of a X i zX i´1 is a stratum. We say that i is the formal dimension of S, written i " dim S.
We denote by S the family of strata. In order to avoid confusion we also write pX, Sq the filtered space. The n-dimensional strata are the regular strata, other strata are singular strata. The family of singular strata is denoted by S sing . Their union is the singular part Σ.
A continuous map f : pX, Sq Ñ pY, T q between two filtered spaces is a stratified map if for each S P S there exists S f P T with f pSq Ă S f and codim S f ď codim S. The map f is a stratified homeomorphism if f is a homeomorphism and f´1 is a stratified map.
1.2. Exemples. Unless expressly stated otherwise, a manifold M is endowed with the filtration H Ď M . The associated filtration is denoted by I " tM cc u, where cc denotes connected component. Consider pX, Sq a filtered space.
+ An open subset U Ă X inherits the induced filtration U i " U X X i . The associated induced stratification is S U " tpS X U q cc | S P Su. We write pU, Sq instead of pU, S U q.
+ Given an m-dimensional manifold M the product MˆX inherits the product filtration pMˆXq i " MˆX i´m . The associated product stratification is IˆS " tM ccˆS | S P Su.
+ The conecX inherits the cone filtrationcX i "cX i´1 , with the conventioncH " tvu. The associated cone stratification iscS " ttvuu \ tSˆs0, 1r, S P Su.
+ Le m P N. We consider the join S m˚X " D m`1ˆX { ", where the equivalence relation is generated by pz, xq " pz, x 1 q if ||z|| " 1. An element of S m˚X is denoted by rz, ts. We identify S m with trz, xs { ||z|| " 1u and X with tr0, xs { x P Xu. The join S m˚X is endowed with the join filtration S m Ă S m˚X 0¨¨¨Ă S m˚X n´1 S m˚X n . The associated join stratification is S ‹m " tS m , B m`1ˆS | S P Su.
1.3.
Perversities. Consider pX, Sq a filtered space. A M -perversity, or simply perversity, on pX, Sq is a map p : S Ñ Z verifying ppSq " 0 for any regular stratum [21] .
The top perversity is the perversity defined by tpSq " codim S´2 for each singular stratum S. The dual perversity of p is the perversity Dp defined by Dp " t´p.
A perverse space is a triple pX, S, pq where pX, Sq is a filtered space and p is a perversity on pX, Sq. Given a stratified map f : pX, Sq Ñ pY, T q, a perversity q on pY, T q and a perversity p on pX, Sq, we define ‚ the pull-back perversity f ‹ q on pX, Sq by: f ‹ qpSq " qpS f q for each S P S sing , ‚ the push-forward perversity f ‹ p on pX, T q by: f ‹ ppT q " mintppQq | Q f " T u for each T P T sing , with inf H " 8.
Notice that f ‹ f ‹ p ď p.
We make a quick reminder of the intersection homologies/cohomologies deployed in this work. They have been mainly introduced in order to study the Poincaré duality of the intersection (co)homology in different contexts.
1.4. Tame and intersection (co)homologies. (cf. [5, 7] ). We fix an n-dimensional perverse space pX, S, pq. Tame intersection homology is a variant of the classic intersection homology (cf. [15, 16, 19] ). When the perversity p is greater than the top perversity it is possible to have a p-intersection chains contained in the singular part Σ of X. This fact prevents the Poincaré duality and the deRham Theorem. For this reason the tame intersection homology was introduced (cf. [7, 5, 9, 22] ).
A filtered simplex is a singular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X where the euclidean simplex ∆ is endowed with a filtration ∆ " ∆ 0˚∆1˚¨¨¨˚∆n , called σ-decomposition, verifying σ´1X i " ∆ 0˚∆1˚¨¨¨˚∆i , for each i P t0, . . . , nu. A factor ∆ i can be empty with the convention H˚Y " Y . The filtered simplex σ is a regular simplex when Im σ Ć Σ, that is, ∆ n ‰ H.
We decompose the boundary of a filtered simplex ∆ " ∆ 0˚¨¨¨˚∆n as B∆ " B reg ∆B sing ∆, where B reg ∆ contains all the regular simplices.
The perverse degree of the filtered simplex σ relatively to a stratum S P S F is
A filtered simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X is p-allowable if }σ} S ď dim ∆´codim S`ppSq, for each S P S. Moreover, if Im σ Ć Σ then the simplex σ is said to be p-tame.
The chain complex C p pX; Sq is the G-module formed of the linear combinations ξ " ř jPJ n j σ j , where each σ j is p-allowable, and such that Bξ " 
where K runs over the compact subsets of X (cf. [8, Definition 6.1]).
1.5. Main properties for (tame) intersection (co)homology. We group here the main properties of the (tame) intersection homology. We fix a perverse set pX, S, pq.
a. Mayer-Vietoris. Associated to an open cover tU, V u of X we have the long exact sequences¨¨Ñ 
where the isomorphism comes from the inclusion ι : X Ñ S m˚X defined by ιpxq " r0, xs Let us look at the case m " 0, that is, the suspension ΣX. Previous calculations suppose that the perversity p takes the same value at the north pole n and at the south pole s. In the general case, if ppsq ě ppnq, we have
We have the associated long exact sequences for homologÿ¨¨Ñ
pU ; Sq Ñ¨¨( cf. [7, Definition 4.5] ) and for cohomologÿ¨¨Ñ
e. Universal Coefficients Theorem. There are two natural exact sequences
for every k P N. We find the proof of the second assertion in [9, Proposition 7.1.4] . But the proof is the same for the first sequence.
1.6. Intersection homology from Borel-Moore point of view (cf. [11, 23] 
1.7.
Main properties for Borel-Moore (tame) intersection homology. We suppose that X is a hemicompact space, that is, there exists an increasing sequence of compact subsets
We have proved in [6, Proposition 2.2] that the Borel-Moore intersection homology can be computed in terms of the intersection homology in the following way 4 :
1.8. Blown-up intersection cohomologies (cf. [3] ). Let N˚p∆q and N˚p∆q be the simplicial chain and cochain complexes of an euclidean simplex ∆, with coefficients in R. For each simplex F P N˚p∆q, we write 1 F the element of N˚p∆q taking the value 1 on F and 0 otherwise. Given a face F of ∆, we denote by pF, 0q the same face viewed as face of the cone c∆ " ∆˚rws and by pF, 1q the face cF of c∆. Here, rws " pH, 1q " cH is the apex o f the cone c∆. Cochains on the cone are denoted 1 pF,εq for ε " 0 or 1. For defining the blown-up intersection complex, we first set
A basis of r N˚p∆q is composed of the elements 1 pF,εq " 1 pF 0 ,ε 0 q b¨¨¨b 1 pF n´1 ,ε n´1 q b 1 Fn , where ε i P t0, 1u and F i is a face of ∆ i for i P t0, . . . , nu or the empty set with ε i " 1 if i ă n. We set |1 pF,εq | ąs " ř iąs pdim F i`εi q, with the convention dim H "´1. Let P t1, . . . , nu and 1 pF,εq P r N˚p∆q. The -perverse degree of 1 pF,εq P N˚p∆q is
3 Only the tame case is considered in this reference but the non-tame case can be treated in the same way. 4 In the op.cit. the result is proved for the Borel-Moore tame intersection homology. The same proof works for the Borel-Moore intersection homology.
By convention, we set }0} "´8. Let σ : ∆ " ∆ 0˚¨¨¨˚∆n Ñ X be a filtered simplex. We set r Nσ " r N˚p∆q. If δ : ∆ 1 Ñ ∆ is an inclusion of a face of codimension 1, we denote by B σ the filtered simplex defined by B σ " σ˝δ : ∆ 1 Ñ X. If ∆ " ∆ 0˚¨¨¨˚∆n is filtered, the induced filtration on ∆ 1 is denoted ∆ 1 " ∆ 1
0˚¨¨¨˚∆
1 n . The blown-up intersection complex of X is the cochain complex r N˚pXq composed of the elements ω associating to each regular filtered simplex σ : ∆ 0˚¨¨¨˚∆n Ñ X an element ω σ P r Nσ such that δ˚ pω σ q " ω B σ , for any face operator δ : ∆ 1 Ñ ∆ with ∆ 1 n ‰ H. The differential dω is defined by pdωq σ " dpω σ q. The perverse degree of ω along a singular stratum S equals
We denote }ω} the map S Þ Ñ ||ω|| S , where ||ω|| S " 0 if S is a regular stratum. A cochain ω P r N˚pX; Sq is p-allowable if }ω} ď p and of p-intersection if ω and dω are p-allowable. We denote r Np pX; Sq the complex of p-intersection cochains and H p pX; Sq its homology called blown-up intersection cohomology of X for the perversity p.
A subset K Ă X is a support of the cochain ω P r Np pX; Sq if ω σ " 0, for any regular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X such that Im σ X K " H. We also say that ω " 0 on XzK.
We denote r Np ,c pX; Sq the complex of p-intersection cochains with compact supports and Hp ,c pX; Sq its cohomology.
1.9. Main properties for blown up intersection cohomologies. We group here the main properties of blown-up intersection cohomology. We fix a perverse space pX, S, pq.
a. Mayer-Vietoris. Suppose X paracompact. Given an open cover tU, V u of X we have the long exact sequence (cf. [3, Corollary 10.1])¨¨Ñ
where the isomorphism (first line) comes from the inclusion ι :
c. Join. Using the above calculations, one gets the isomorphism:
where the first isomorphism comes from the inclusion ι : X Ñ S m˚X defined by ιpxq " r0, xs.
d. Relative cohomology.
We consider an open subset U Ă X. The complex of relative p-intersection cochains is r Np pX, U ; Sq " r Np pX; Sq ' r N˚´1 p pU ; Sq, endowed with the differential Dpα, βq " pdα, α´dβq. Its homology is the relative blown-up p-intersection cohomology of the perverse pair pX, U, pq, denoted by Hp pX, U q.
By definition, we have a long exact sequence associated to the perverse pair pX, U, pq:
where pr : r Np pX, U q Ñ r Np pXq is defined by prpα, βq " α and ı : r Np pXq Ñ r Np pU q is the restriction map (cf. [3, Sec. 12.2]).
e. Injective limit. Analogously to the Borel-Moore intersection homology, the blown-up intersection cohomology with compact supports can be computed through the relative blown-up intersection cohomology by using an injective limit. Let us see that. where K runs over the family of compact subsets of X.
Proof. By hemicompactness there exists an increasing sequence of compact subsets tK n u with
and X " Ť ně0 K n . In particular, the family tK n u is cofinal in the family of compact subsets of X. So, it suffices to prove that the chain map
Np pX, XzK n ; Sq, defined by Bpωq " pω, 0q, m , where K m is a compact support of ω, is a quasi-isomorphism. An element pα, βq, m P lim Ý ÑnPN r Np pX, XzK n ; Sq is characterized by these two properties:
-pα, βq P Hp pX, XzK m ; Sq, and
We proceed in several steps.
‚ Step 1. Bump functions.
Since X is normal then, for each each n P N, we can find a continuous map f n : X Ñ r0, 1s with f n " 0 on K n`1 and f n " 1 on XzintpK n`2 q. Associated to f n we have constructed a cochainf n P r N 0 0 pX; Sq verifyingf n " 0 on K n`1 andf n " 1 on XzintpK n`2 q (cf. [3, Lemma 10.2]). Consider the open covering U n " tXzK n , intpK n`1 qu of X. Notice that
‚ Step 2. The operator B˚is a monomorphism. Let rωs P Ker B˚. So, there exists m P N and pγ, ηq, m P r Np pX, XzK m ; Sq with K m compact support of ω P r Np ,c pX; Sq and pω, 0q, m " Dpγ, ηq, m " pdγ, γ´dηq, m . In particular, we get ω " dγ on X and γ´dη " 0 on KzK m .
We get the claim if we prove that ρ Um,c pωq " dθ for some θ P r N˚, 
(ii) γ´dpf m ! ηq (4) " γ´dη " 0 on XzK m`3 , giving that K m`3 is a compact support of θ, (iii) dθ " dρ Um pγq " ρ Um pωq " ρ Um,c pωq. where " p1q comes from Dpf m ! η, 0q " pdpf m ! ηq,´f m ! ηq, " p2q fromf m " 1 on XzK m`2 and " p3q from the fact that η P r Np pXzK m q.
The properties of the previous diagram (5) give the existence of rωs P Hp 
Stratified stes and refinements
A refinement of a stratified space pX, Sq is another stratified space pX, T q whose strata are formed using the strata of the original stratification. We prove that it is possible to go from S to T by modifying just a discrete family of strata: the simple refinement1.
Stratified spaces.
A stratified space 6 is a Hausdorff topological space X endowed with a partition S, whose elements are called strata, verifying the following conditions (S1)-(S6). (S1) The family S is locally finite. (S2) An element of S is a connected manifold. (S3) Frontier Condition. Given two strata S, S 1 P S, we have S5) ) defines a filtered space on X whose associated stratification is S.
Proof. For the first statement it suffices to prove that each X k is a closed subset of X. Let us consider x P X k . Property (S1) gives x P X k " tS P S | dim S ď ku " tS P S | dim S ď ku. So, there exists S P S with x P S and dim S ď k. If S 1 is the stratum of S containing x then condition (S4) give dim S 1 ď dim S and therefore x P X k . We have X k zX k´1 " \tS P S | dim S " ku. Again, conditions (S1) and (S4) imply that the elements of the RHS of the equality are closed subsets of X k zX k´1 . So, the stratification of the filtered space is S. ♣
There are not equivalent notions since, for example, the strata of a filtered space are not necessarily manifolds.
The relation S ĺ S 1 defined by S Ă S 1 , is an order relation on S (see [4, Proposition A.22] ). The notation S ă S 1 means S ĺ S 1 and S ‰ S 1 . So, condition (S4) is equivalent to
The depth of a family of strata S 1 Ă S is depth S 1 " supti P N | DS 0 ă S 1 ă¨¨¨ă S i with S 0 , . . . , S i P S 1 u. Conditions (S4) and (S5) give Lemma 2.2. Let pX, Sq be a stratified space. Then depth S 1 ă 8.
In this work we shall use the formula
Let us see that. The inclusion Ą is clear. Let x P S. Consider Q P S containing x. Since Q X S ‰ H then we get Ă from (S3). The examples of 1.2: induced, product, cone and join stratification, are also stratified spaces, if we begin with a stratifed space pX, Sq. Any point x P X, with txu R S, can be added as a new stratum. This gives the stratification S x " txu \ tpSztxuq cc | S P Su.
The following result will be important for the understanding of the local structure of the stratified spaces we are interested in. Proposition 2.3. Let pX, Sq be a stratified space and let m P N˚. Then, there exists a stratified homeomorphism h : pcpS m˚X q,cS ‹m q Ñ pB m`1ˆc X, pIˆcSq p0,vq q.
Proof. We find in [2, 5. , written pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q, if S ‰ T and (S6) @S P S DT P T such that S is embedded submanifold of T .
The stratum T is also denoted by S I . We have dim S ď dim S I and codim S I ď codim S, for each S P S.
Notice that S, Q P S with S ĺ Q ùñ S I ĺ Q I (9) (cf. (S3)). In this work, we shall distinguish several types of strata. Definition 2.4. Let pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q be a refinement. A stratum S P S is a source stratum if dim S " dim S I . In this case, we also say that S is a source stratum of T P T , if T " S I . We also use the following types of strata:
stable strata. The refinement pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q is simple when depth V " 0. We allways have depth M " 0. Definition 2.5. Let pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q be a refinement. A stratum S P S sing is exceptional if S I P T reg . Moreover, if codim S " 1 we say that S is an 1-exceptional stratum.
Any exceptional stratum is a virtual stratum. Definition 2.6. A simple decomposition of a refinement pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q is a finite sequence of simple refinements: pX, Sq " pX, R 0 q Ÿ¨¨¨Ÿ pX, R m q " pX, T q.
Example 2.7. A key result of this work is the Proposition 2.10 giving the existence of simple refinements. The relevance of these kind of refinements is given by Proposition 3.4, where we get a nice local description of the a simple refinement in the framework of CS-sets. Before proving these results, we give an example of a refinement pX, Sq Ÿ I pX, T q described as composition of two simple refinements pX, Sq Ÿ J pX, S 1 q and pX, S 1 q Ÿ K pX, T q through a stratified space pX, S 1 q. 8 We also say that pX, T q is a coarsening of pX, Sq.
In the simple refinement J (resp. K) a stratum of M melts into a stratum of S 1 (resp. T ) and, for each of them, 1 or 2 strata of O also disappear into a bigger stratum with same dimension:
. Among the strata of V those of M are the first to disappear.
The objective of the following Lemmas is to prove Proposition 2.10: a refinement can be decomposed as a sequence of simple refinements.
Lemma 2.8. Let pX, Sq Ÿ I pX, T q be a refinement with S ‰ T . Then (a) M ‰ H. (b) For each S P S there exists a source stratum P P S of S I with S ĺ P .
(c) Given two strata R, Q P T with R ĺ Q there exist two source strata R 1 , Q 1 P S of R and Q respectively with R 1 ĺ Q 1 .
Proof. (c) Item (b) gives a source stratum
The subsets M I we study now play an important rôle in the construction of the simple decomposition of a refinement. They are the new strata on the first step of this decomposition.
Lemma 2.9. Let pX, Sq Ÿ I pX, T q be a refinement. Consider a stratum M P M. We define Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose X " M I . We have S I " M I for each S P S.
(a) The subset F " \tS P VzMu is a closed subset of X (cf. (6) and (S4)) not meeting M I . Given S P VzM we have dim S ‰ dim X (since S P V) and dim S ‰ dim X´1 (since S R Mq. Then, F it is a locally finite union of sub-manifolds of X whose codimension is at least 2 (cf. 
We get the dichotomy M I " N I or M I X N I " H. In order to avoid repetitions, we fix a family
Let us verify all the properties.
‚ pX, Rq is a stratified space. By definition of stable strata we have \tQ | Q P O \ Mu " \tM i,I | i P ∇u. Then R is a partition of X. Condition (S1) S gives condition (S1) R . Condition (S2) R comes from (S2) S and Lemma 2.9 (a). For the proof of (S3) R and (S4) R , it suffices to prove:
(a) S X P ‰ H ñ S Ă P and dim S ă dim P .
where S, P P SzpO \ Mq and M, N P M. Let us see that. 
(S3) S ). By definition of stable strata we can suppose that Q P M, which implies S P A since
Let us consider a virtual stratum V P V included in S I . There exists a maximal stratum
which is impossible by definition of M. So, the subset S I does not contain any virtual stratum.
By connectedness of S I the formula (10) implies that S I contains just one stratum of S, that
(a), (S4) T and (9) give dim
By definition of M we get that previous ď becomes ". Finally, condition (S4) T gives M I " N I and therfore M I " N I .
‚ pX, Sq Ÿ pX, Rq is a simple refinement. The strata of SzpM \ Oq remain equal. The other strata verify condition (S6) S,R following Lemma 2.9. So, pX, Sq Ÿ pX, Rq is a refinement. The only strata whose dimension increases when passing from S to R are the strata of M:
which gives depth V S,R " depth M S,T " 0.
‚ pX, Rq Ÿ pX, T q is a refinement with d R,T ă d S,T . A stratum Q P SzpO \ Mq goes to Q I , where it is an embedded sub-manifold from (S6) S,R . The strata M I , M P M, are open subsets of M I . So, pX, Rq Ÿ pX, T q is a refinement. Since dim M I " dim M I , for each M P M, then M I P R is a source stratum. The same is true for the strata of AzO. This gives
CS-sets
The invariance result we study in this work applies to CS-sets, a weaker notion than that of stratified pseudomanifold. Here, a link of a stratum is not necessarily a CS-set but a filtered space [9, Exemple 2.3.6]. We also describe the local structure of a simple refinement between two CS-sets.
CS-sets.
A filtered space pX, Sq is a n-dimensional CS-set if any regular stratum is an n-dimensional manifold, and for any singular stratum S P S and for any x P S there exists a stratum preserving homeomorphism
Lq is a compact filtered space, (c) ϕp0, vq " x and ϕpR iˆt vuq " V X S.
The pair pV, ϕq is a S-conical chart, or simply conical chart, of x. The link of ϕ is pL, Lq. Since the links are always non-empty sets then the open subset XzΣ is dense. Closed strata of S are exactly the minimal strata of S. On the other hand, the open strata of S are the maximal strata of X, they coincide with the n-dimensional strata of X.
A perverse CS-set is a triple pX, S, pq where pX, Sq is a CS-set and p is a perversity on pX, Sq. We find in [20] a comparison between different notions of stratification. In this work we need the following property.
Proposition 3.1. Any CS-set is a stratified space.
Proof. Conditions (S2) and (S5) come from definition. Property (S1) is proved in [9, Lemma 2.3.8]. Let us verify (S3) and (S4). Since it is a local question, we set X " R iˆc L with S " R iˆt vu. We can suppose S ‰ S 1 and therefore
♣ Consider a refinement pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q between two CS-sets, which makes sense following previous Proposition. The identity I : pX, Sq Ñ pX, T q is in fact a stratified map (cf. (8)). We write pX, Sq Ÿ I pX, T q.
Simple decompositions and CS-sets are compatible. Proof. It suffices to prove that the first element pX, Rq of the simple decomposition constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.10 is a CS-set. We use the following notation: pX, SqŸ I pX, RqŸ J pX, T q and pX, SqŸ E pX, T q the original refinement. We know that the manifolds XzΣ S and XzΣ T are dense open subsets of X. So, dimpX, Sq " dimpX, T q.
It remains to construct a R-conical chart of any point x P Σ S . We consider the strata S P S and S I P R containing x. We distinguish two cases. + S P A S,R . Let ϕ : pR mˆc L, IˆcLq Ñ pV, Sq be a S-conical chart of x with link pL, Lq.
I is a union of strata of S V zS , then it is of the form ϕpR mˆs 0, 1rˆ‚q. So, there exists a filtration L 1 on L such that ϕ : pR mˆs 0, 1rˆL, IˆIˆL 1 q Ñ pV zS I , Rq is a stratified homeomorphism. This is also the case for ϕ : pR mˆc L, IˆcL 1 q Ñ pV, Rq. We get that pϕ, V q is a R-conical neighborhood of x with link pL, L 1 q. (12)). By construction of R, the stratum of R containing the point x is S I (cf. (11)). Let ϕ : pR mˆc L, IˆcLq Ñ pV, T q be a T -conical chart of x with link pL, Lq. It suffices to prove that pV, T q " pV, Rq.
Since S I is an open subset of S I (cf. Lemma 2.9 (a)) we can suppose
By definition of M S,T we have that the only virtual S-stratum on V is V X S. So, there are no virtual pS, T q-strata on V zS I . We conclude from Lemma 2.8 (a) that pV zS I , Sq " pV zS I , T q and therefore pV zS I , Sq " pV zS I , Rq. Using (13) we get the claim pV, T q " pV, Rq. ♣ Remark 3.3. Notice that the coarsening of a CS-set is not necessarily a CS-set. Let us give an example.
On the CS-set pX, Sq the link of the strata of X 1 (resp. of the stratum X 0 ) is S 1 (resp. T 2 ). This lack of uniformity implies that the coarsening pX, T q is not a CS-set.
We construct a CS-set Y by adding a cone on each boundary of M . This CS-set has two singular points: P 1 and P 2 .
The following result describes the construction of compatible conical charts associated to a simple refinement.
Proposition 3.4. Let pX, SqŸ I pX, T q be a simple refinement between two CS-sets. We consider a point x P Σ S and we write S P S and S I P T the strata containing x. We distinguish three cases.
(a) S is a source stratum. Then there exists -a S-conical chart pϕ, V q of x, whose link is pL, Lq, and
Then there exists -a S-conical chart pφ, W q of x, whose link is pS b´1 , Iq.
(c) S is a virtual stratum and S I is a singular stratum. Let b " dim S I´d im S ě 1. Then there exists -a T -conical chart pψ, W q of x, whose link is pE; Eq, and -a S-conical chart pφ, W q of x, whose link is pS b´1˚E , E ‹b´1 q.
Proof. The case (a) has been studied in the proof of Proposition 3.2, since S P A. We treat the cases (b) and (c), where dim S ă dim S I . We have S P V " M, since the decomposition is simple. Notice that depth M " 0. Then we can suppose that M " tSu, since (b) and (c) are local questions. In other words, S " tSu \ A. This implies S " T on XzS and therefore on S 
(b) Since S is an embedded sub-manifold of S I (cf. (S6)) then there exists a homeomorphism
is an open neighborhood of x and φpR aˆt vuq " S X W , with a " dim S. Do not forget that S I is a regular stratum of T , which implies that
W is an open subset of X. From (14), we conclude that φ : pR aˆc S b´1 , IˆcIq Ñ pW, T q is a stratified homeomorphism an therefore pφ, W q is a T -chart of x whose link is pS b´1 , Iq.
(c) Without loss of generality we can suppose that: pW, T q " pR
vu and x " p0, vq. Since S is an embedded sub-manifold of S I (cf. (S6)) then we can suppose S " R aˆt 0uˆtvu. From (14) we get that the stratification S induces the
Since all the strata of pS, W zSq are source strata then S " T on W zS of a point x P S, where S P S sing . A perversity p on pX, Sq induces a perversity on the LHS which is described as follows. By restriction, p determines a perversity on pV, Sq still denoted by p. We call again p the perversity induced on pR mˆc L, IˆcLq by the stratified homeomorphism ϕ. A such perversity is determined by a perversity on the link pL, Lq, also denoted by p, and by the number ppSq following these formulae: ppR mˆQˆs 0, 1r loooooooomoooooooon "ϕV XR q " ppQq " ppRq, and ppR mˆt vuq " ppvq " ppSq,
where v is the apex ofcL.
We study the behavior of the perversities concerning the charts of Proposition 3.4. More precisely, if I : pX, Sq Ñ pX, T q is the stratified map induced by the refinement pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q and p is a perversity on pX, Sq we study the relation between p and I ‹ p under the previous conventions (15) following the three cases presented in Proposition 3.4. 
where R P R with R Then Φ : F˚pXq Ñ G˚pXq is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.6. Let F X be the category whose objects are (stratified homeomorphic to) open subsets of a given paracompact second countable 10 CS-set X and whose morphisms are stratified homeomophisms and inclusions. Let Ab˚be the category of graded abelian groups. Let F˚, G˚: F X Ñ Ab be two functors and Φ : F˚Ñ G˚a natural transformation satisfying the conditions listed below. Then Φ : F˚pXq Ñ G˚pXq is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.7. A priori, in order to apply Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 one needs to verify conditions (c) for any conical chart of X. Reading carefully the proof of these Propositions one notices that it is enough to verify (c) for a neighborhood basis of each point x of X. Associated to a conical chart ϕ : R iˆc L Ñ V of the point x, we can construct a neighborhood basis B x " ϕ ε : s´ε, εr iˆc ε L Ñ V ε | ε ą 0 ( of x, wherec ε " Lˆr0, εr{Lˆt0u and V ε " ϕps´ε, εr iˆc ε Lq. Notice that all this open subsets are stratified homemorphic after homotethie. So, in order to apply Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 it suffices to verify conditions (c) for a conical chart of each point of X.
Notice that the familiy F x " ϕ ε : r´ε, εsˆc ε L Ñ V ε | ε ą 0 ( is neighborhood basis for the point x made up of closed subsets. In other words, the space X is locally compact. 
Refinement invariance for CS-sets
We proof the main result of this work: the refinement invariance of all the homologies and cohomologies of Section 1 : Theorem A for coarsenings and Theorem B for refinements. In the first case, we need to work with a particular type of perversities, the K-perversities.
4.1. K-perversities. These are the perversities for which refinement invariance holds. Roughly speaking, they are M -perversities defined on the LHS of a refinement pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q whose restriction to the strata of the RHS is a classical perversity verifying the growing condition of a Goresky-MacPherson perversity.
Definition 4.1. Let pX, Sq Ÿ pX, T q be a refinement. A perversity p on pX, Sq is a K-perversity if it verifies conditions (K1) and (K2).
(K1) We have, for any strata S, Q P S with S ĺ Q and S I " Q I , ppQq ď ppSq ď ppQq`tpSq´tpQq,
(K2) We have, for any strata S, Q P S with dim S " dim Q and S I " Q I ,
ppQq " ppSq,
